
Navigating healthcare compliance can be challenging, with risks of non-compliance, 
expertise gaps, and inefficient credentialing workflows. These issues not only threaten 
compliance but can also delay critical patient services. Enter andros Compliance Services!

andros is excited to launch our dedicated compliance service for payers, specifically 
designed to streamline your workflows and reduce compliance risk. Our tailor-made 
services cut through the complexity, ensuring you operate more efficiently.

Payers:
Delegated Audits 

Perform pre- and annual delegation audits on behalf 
of clients. Includes reviewing policies and procedures, 
credentialing files, committee minutes and ongoing 
monitoring logs, and preparing an audit summary.

Ongoing Compliance Support

Overall consultative support on credentialing 
best practices, industry trends, accreditation, and 
regulatory body compliance including audit support. 
1:1 consultations and the flexibility to have questions 
answered promptly through email correspondence.

Special Projects

Expert, tailored compliance assistance with process 
improvement. Designing and executing custom 
initiatives including, but not limited to, staff education 
and training and achieving overall compliance and 
credentialing industry best practices.

Unlock Compliance 
Excellence with andros

Expertise in 
diverse compliance 

environments.

Flexible support structure to 
meet evolving compliance 

demands. 

Customized solutions 
for payers.



Step 1: Initial Consultation

Begin with a comprehensive review 
of policies and procedures with 
recommendations for improvement.

Step 2: Customized Plan Development

Receive Corrective Action Plan 
Implementation, designed to address 
your organization's unique requirements.

Step 3: Implementation & Training

Implement your compliance solution 
with our expert guidance, including staff 
training and support.

Step 4: Special Projects

Offer specialized compliance support 
to achieve excellence in adhering to 
industry best practices for credentialing.

Ready to elevate your compliance strategy?  

Contact us today to schedule a consultation and discover 
how we can tailor our services to your organization's needs.

sales@andros.co | (866) 688-8881   | andros.co

The andros team and their level 
of engagement is second to 

none. They are knowledgeable 
and approachable, and have 

collaborated with us to find the 
right solutions for our plan.

- Associated Care Ventures

andros and their team have 
provided us with top notch 
assistance, communication, 
and guidance since day one. 

We know andros always strives 
to provide exceptional service 

to their clients and would 
recommend them to anyone 
looking for a CVO service!

- alivi

Your Path to Compliance Excellence
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